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let’s go rock climbing! There’s no better place to 
   scale a cliff than in the “land of granite.” Where’s 

that? it’s Yosemite national Park in california.

if you visit Yosemite (yo-sem-uh-tee), you’ll probably 
see people climbing the steep cliffs of el capitan. 
This “captain” is actually made of nonliving granite. 
Granite is a solid rock found in nature. it’s perfect 
for climbing (if you know how) because it’s hard  
and stable.

most of Yosemite’s steep cliffs are made up  
of granite. This igneous rock formed deep 
underground from hot, liquid rock called magma.  
The magma cooled slowly, which allowed large 
crystals to grow. once the magma had hardened,  
it formed solid rock. 

Granite from deep inside earth moved 
up to the surface as mountains formed. 
Then erosion removed other rocks  
from above the granite. The steep 
granite cliffs were all that remained.  
now expert climbers can grab their 
safety gear and go climb that rock!

Grab Some Granite 

El Capitan is one of many large  
granite formations in Yosemite.  
It is over 900 meters (2,950 ft.) tall! 
Thousands of expert rock climbers  
ascend El Capitan each year.
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How GranITE forms

magma granite

granitegranite

lava volcano
surface

surface

quartz 
crystal

which color of granite do you prefer?

mica 
crystal

feldspar 
crystal

You don’t have to visit Yosemite 
to see granite. This rock is  
all around! You may see it  
in buildings and bridges. You  
may even see it in countertops 
and gravestones. 

Granite is a good building 
material because it’s both 
beautiful and tough. it doesn’t 
break easily. and you can polish 
granite if it gets a scratch. 

not all granite is the same;  
it comes in many colors. different minerals in the granite give 
it its mix of colors. light-colored minerals, such as quartz, make 
granite look pale. mica makes granite look dark. Feldspar makes 
granite look pink. 

Beautiful and Tough

1.  magma rises from deep inside Earth and  
forms a pool of melted rock underground.

2.  The magma slowly cools and hardens  
into granite.

3. forces inside Earth push the granite upward.

4. Erosion exposes granite at the surface.
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This building is made 
of granite blocks.

The heads of 
four United states 
presidents are 
carved in granite  
at mount rushmore 
in south dakota. 
each head is about 
18 meters (59 ft.) tall!

Wowser!


